Statement Published in Haazertz Newspaper by Members of Israeli Intelligencia
Expressing their Support of a Left-Wing Approach to the Territories
Captured During the War
(22 September 1967)

Our right to defend ourselves from extermination does not grant us the privilege to suppress others:

Occupation leads to Foreign Rule
Foreign Rule is Trailed by Resistance
Resistance is Followed by Suppression
Suppression is Confronted by Terror and Anti-Terror
The Victims of Terrorism are Usually Innocent People

Holding on to the occupied territories will turn us into a nation of murderers and murdered.

Let Us Withdraw from the Occupied Territories Now

[Signatories]:
Shimon Zabar, David Erenfeld, Dan Omer,
Raif Alias, Chaim Hanegbi, Uri Lifshitz,
Dr. Moshe Machover, Eli Aminov, Rafi Zichroni,
Aryeh Buber, Shneor Zalman, Yehuda Rozenshtrauch